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ACRYLIC PAINTING  304 
Harvesting the Neighborhood. 

 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

The emphasis of Art 304, is in developing painting skills, utilizing techniques 
learned in Intor to paingint, Art 300; and develop a series of paintings. 
“Harvesting the Neighborhood”, is a personal collection of what you term your 
neighborhood.  Through photo documentation, the student replicates that 
neighborhood in their selected style. 
 
COURSE OBJECTIVES 
Students in Intro to Painting, Art 300 will know how to explore a variety of techniques and problems 
related to acrylic painting, and will demonstrate an understanding of color and composition in acrylic 
painting.  Advanced students will begin to make strides toward understanding their relationship to 
our time as demonstrated by the subject matter in their paintings.  All students will demonstrate 
effective use of color theory and composition. 
 
CLASS PROCEEDURE 
   Studio sessions will be accompanied by lectures, slides and demonstrations. The teacher will 
confer with each student daily.  Class discussions and critiques of completed works  will assist 
students in evaluating their own work and in communication of their observations of classmates' 
work in a supportive and critical manner.  (Students may later improve their grade and resubmit after 
employing crit corrects.) 
 
Field trip(s)   Will be assigned to expose the painting student to important exhibitions in the area, 
and encourage a contemporary dialogue within the class experience. TBA:   (Select two works and 
describe:  artist, title, media, date.  Compare both, contrast both, draw a conclusion. 4 
paragraphs, typed.  5 points). 
 
EVALUATIONS AND GRADING  
    15 Pts. Class attendance and participation is mandatory  = 1 attendance point per full lab session.      
Absences will be deducted from each painting’s total points earned. 

10 Pts / per week. class: Solutions to class projects and tests that demonstrate an understanding 
of course content. Students must complete 5 paintings minimum per term + one paper. 

Late work drops one grade per session late, beginning with critique point  
5 Pts. CRITIQUES = 1 point per crit.  (Solutions which show evidence of initiative and a 

creative response to assignments will be considered more advanced than those without this 
response,)  

GRADES: 11=A+, 10=A, 9=A-, 8=B+, 7=B, 6=B-, 5=C+, 4=C, 3=C-, 2=D+, 1=D. 0=FAIL  
 
TEXTS RECOMMENDED: ART 300, Color by Paul Zelanski and Mary Pat Fisher, Prentice.  
ART 305:  Encyclopedia of Symbols and Myths. Hall.   ART   306: The Artists’ Handbook, by Ralph 
Meyer 
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Kerwin —HARVESTING THE NEIGHBORHOOD 
 
WEEK  1: -- 

1. Lecture: Professor’s Art & NEIGHBORHOOD SERIES. 
2. SYLLABUS discussion, [Supply list]. 
3. Do a Photo shoot of your ―Neighborhood‖, develop and print 12 images, 

Bring to class next week. 
 
 
WEEK 2:   Lecture: Color (REVIEW, only).   

4. SELECTION OF PHOTOS.: 

, Break into groups; select 3 “poetic” photos from your photo shoot, that you will 

use for the Triptych.   

       5. CONTRACT: 

Write about the 3 photos; what the three images have in common, and what  

interested you about the subject.  Indicate the style you choose for the series.   

 

6. BEGIN TRIPTYCH by GRIDDING OUT 3 PICTURES onto 3—20x20 

CANVASES,  
A) REVIEW  grid-makng.  

Grid to scale, and insert drawing onto canvas. 

B) Block in colors as underpainting  (all   3 paintings). 

 

C) REVIEW: 

I--USE SOPHISTICATED COLORS by COLOR MIXING: 

*[It is a wise idea to have several film type cans with lids to save mixed colors.] 
 

1) Add  the main hue + varying amounts of black or white.   Paint in  where 
needed.   (Hue +W1, +W2, +W3…. Hue + Bk 1, + bk 3, + bk 4….) 

2)  Then to the main hue, you will add the analogous color(s)   Paint in as 
needed. 

3)  Into the main hue + analogous :  you will then add value (black or 
white). 

4).  Modify the intensity by  adding  the color complement to the main hue,  
5).  Change the values  of the intensity-modified colors; by adding black/wt 

 
II-ATMOSPHERIC PERSPECTIVE FORMULA  

1. Utilizing Leonardo da Vinci's classical treatise for atmospheric perspective, choose 
a photograph YOU have taken with a diminishing landscape  
2. GRID;  OR work out of doors and paint your observations in formula below:  
3. You will  demonstrate the following: 

 Divide the composition into at least 4 parts earth and 4 parts sky:   



Zone 1--Earth: bottom of canvas is nearest; darkest shadows, brightest hues, most detail; 
ZONE 1-–Sky zone is divided into four parts, (exactly reversing the order  of earth to the 
horizon, i.e.  The TOP of the canvas is the darkest, the horizon lightest/greyest).  Work wet 
in wet, blend all zones together.  Glaze Matte medium last. 
Zone 2: has 1 part color complement added to each hue used, and details blur, shadows 
lighten.   H+C1 
Zone 3: has merged shapes, no detail, hues have 1 part white, plus  2parts color 
complement added to each hue.     H+C2 +W1  
Zone 4:  has equal parts color to complement, and 2 parts  white. H+C3+W2 
7.Glaze to balance zone coloring.  Glaze 1 pt color-mix to 10 parts matte medium:  
(use a clean, dry brush + matte medium) 
 
WEEK 3—Build Colors for Painting #1 of Triptych.   [set others aside] 
 
WEEK 4&5—DEVELOP Painting #2 of Triptych.   
 
 
 
WEEK 5&6—Begin development of Painting #3  of Triptych.   
 
 
 

WEEK 7-–Balance colors and composition for triptych  

 
WEEK 8—CRITIQUE 
 
WEEK 9&11—30X30 
USING another photo from Neighborhood shoot, create a single painting, 30 x 30 size; 

Use the same style you used in the triptych. 

 

WEEK 11:  CRITIQUE #4, 30 X 30. 

 

WEEK  12 –15:  FINAL PAINTING NEIGHBORHOOD. 

NOW you have grown “comfortable” in your style, I ask you to switch to a different 

style.   Choose any size larger than 20x20 to accomplish the last of the Neighborhood 

series based from your original photo shoot 

 

WEEK 16:  BRING  all  5 PAINTINGS TO Final.  POTLUCK! 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
SUPPLY LISTS 

 
 
DEVELOPED  roll of film, at least 12 printed shots of your neighborhood. 
9x12 type sketchbook. 
3-Stretched and gesso-primed canvases, or sanded, gesso-primed masonite.  
Size 20x20 (3),  30x30 (1),  20x20 or larger (1) 
 
ACRYLIC PAINTS:  (Do NOT buy paint marked ―HUES‖, i.e. ―Cobalt Blue Hue‖; as it 
doesn’t mix well for our purposes.) 

Mars Black  Acra Red (Acrynacridone Red, OR Quinacridone Red) 
Titanium White Cadmium Red Medium 

Cobalt Blue  Cadmium Yellow light 

Cerulean Blue 
 

Heavy gloss GEL, stiff (Quart+) 
Matte Medium (small, 2 oz) 

 
Palette (purchased plastic with cover, or old cookie sheet, plate, etc.) 
1 paper plate 
Brushes:  nylon Bristle-style Flat appx.1/2-1" wide 
     Round nylon point brush for detail work, medium-small round 1/8th inch. 
     Flat, Angled nylon bristle brush appx. 1/4‖ 
Rags and Paper Towels 
plastic film cans or yogurt containers with lids. 
Scissors 
Apron or Old Paint Shirt 
1- gallon plastic milk carton (with top half of one side cut out, your name in marker) 

 

 


